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HEN ambitious graduates of university

or industry-related courses enter racing,

there are two things many of the best

have in common: they want to work for

Gai Waterhouse in Australia and they

have read Moneyball or seen the film.

The former is easy to understand, but the latter may need some

explanation. That is my purpose here and it is timely because the

lessons of the Michael Lewis-written masterpiece are vital to

apply during yearling sales season.

Recently, I was interviewed by the son of a successful

National Hunt trainer for part of his Masters degree. Could a

Moneyball approach work in racing? It does, and its executor

these past 30 years is a certain Mark Johnston.

When people read Moneyball in 2003, it changed the world.

You will not find one high-flying financial institution, one elite

global corporation, or one blue-chip management training

academy where its name has not once rung round the corridors

or been recited over the tables in the lunch halls. Sports analytics

had been around for decades, of course, but Lewis brilliantly

gave the related concepts a narrative with his loosely accurate

portrayal of the Oakland Athletics baseball team.

Moneyball is a movement which now transcends sport. At its

heart is a simple message: the oral tradition of a practice is

always useful, but there is nothing good which cannot survive

analysis. In effect, Moneyball is a mash-up of the scientific

method and various well-established economic principles such

as marginal utility for which we have to give credit to Adam

Smith.

Mark Johnston changed the world for himself and for others

with these self-same ideas: an endeavour should always have

targets, which is an idea which arises naturally in many of us.

But you must have a process which is identifiable by you and by

others, and in which you trust, and you must understand how all

the components of that process contribute to progress towards

your target. 

Moneyball has become the name for any related approach with

rationality first and foremost. It is just the name of a book which

got people excited about what rationality can achieve. It has

become the watchword for an evangelical calling for many in

the modern world because it doesn’t just work okay for an

organisation that practises it, it works like wildfire. If you put

rationality first, you really put rationality first, you can literally

go from training three horses on an old airstrip to winning more

races than anyone in the history of your country.

O, with the yearling sales in mind, where do we start?

How do we summarise how it applies? Well, let’s go to

an inspirational scene from the film. Oakland’s

prospective young analytics wizard Peter Brand, played by the

excellent Jonah Hill, is asked by Brad Pitt’s character Billy

Beane what baseball teams do wrong in the market for players

(Google it via ‘Peter Brand’s Full Moneyball problem

statement’). 

‘People who run ball clubs, they think of buying players. You

goal shouldn’t be to buy players – your goal should be to buy

wins. In order to buy wins, you need to buy runs.’

The analogue of this for a racing bloodstock market is clear:

you shouldn’t think of buying horses. In other words, you

shouldn’t think of how closely the horse comes to your ideal

because of its look of eagles or floppy ears or clean limbs or

perfect conformation or whether you like the sire. No, instead,

you should think of buying wins: how all these components

directly translate to wins. Because, when you do this, you can

start to discount flaws that other people think are important, you

can focus ever more closely on what’s important towards

winning, what this lot can do to get you closer to those goals you

set which start and end with winning races.

‘…and you need to buy runs.’ In horse racing, the units of

success are wins and the units of wins are ratings. You need to

focus on buying horses that get to a rating of at least 90. Why

this rating? Not just because 90 gets you more wins than 70, but

because that is where the value of a horse starts to go up because

prize-money – which is how you are rewarded for wins – is

skewed to better races. 

If  your target is to buy Group winners on a budget, you are

aiming too high because they are just a little too elusive to

achieve with regularity. Moneyball the book underlines that, if

you try to measure your success at achieving rare events, you are

just measuring luck as much as skill. Focus on an achievable goal

and the vagaries of good fortune will deliver the elite results.

Value at the margin: 
the barometer of true success

S a small-market team, the Oakland Athletics took

advantage of the fact that the bigger, more powerful

teams had become bloated. Because they had the

money to buy the best players on the market, they left value on

the table, they became institutionally sloppy. A profligate,

acquisitional approach turns out to be poison for an organisation

because the trend is that people within it start to think that their

own contribution isn’t so vital and their standards drop. Money

buys success, sure enough, but money is also used to paper over

cracks.

If we want to measure success then, we need to think in terms

of value as value at the margin. In economics, one way of

defining the marginal value of a process is to measure the change

in success of a thing after a specific change in one of the variables

which drives it – holding all others constant. 

Say you put down £80,000 to acquire a yearling. If that
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yearling is bought by Mark or Charlie Johnston, we say there is

marginal value in their process if, on average, it tends to win more

races and rate more highly than if someone else had bought it.

Let’s see what the data says about their results at the major

yearling sales in Britain and Ireland. Now, no one data set or one

metric can provide some universal truths, but five years of results

(2014-2019) of returns from Tattersalls October Books 1-4,

Goffs Orby, Goffs UK (Doncaster) Premier and Tattersalls

Ireland September are a good test. We aren’t including

Keeneland, France or any lesser sales, but these major sales

provide 19,850 lots to track over their racing career.

To recap: we are using the binary measure of whether a horse

reaches a Racing Post Rating of 90 as success or failure. Only

sales graduates who reached the track are considered, and we

make no comment on other trainers here because most do not

buy such a high percentage of the ones they train as do Mark and

Charlie. 

The research question is thus: given the average cost of their
yearlings, what is the strike rate of different trainers in getting
them to a rating of at least 90 – no matter who signed for them
at the sales? The table above gives the results for trainers who

had at least 40 such runners and achieved the highest strike rates.

In Table 1, N is the number of major sales graduates who

appeared for a trainer (it has to be the first trainer after a sale;

subsequent sales are not included and only races for that trainer

count), RPR 90+ is the count of horses who broke the 90 barrier,

and Median £ is the median cost 

Most of the trainers in the data did not sign for the majority of

their horses. Some trainers try to keep their horses more lightly

raced than others. And some trainers target other sales for their

key purchases, so no criticism of a trainer is implied – or should

be inferred – from this data. The point is to establish a benchmark

for our expectations for Johnston Racing: what is the average

rate at which horses reach a rating of 90 at different levels of

expenditure? 

To make all this easier to see, let’s plot the data for all trainers

on the graph below, so the relationship between price and

success-rate becomes clearer.

If a blue dot (representing an individual trainer) is close to the

red line, it suggests the trainer’s horses reach RPR 90 at a

reasonable rate considering the portfolio’s median sales price.

For other dots, the vertical distance to the line is proportional to

the rate their horses overperform (above the red line) or

underperform (below the red line) expectation based on all

trainers with at least 40 purchases (if we used smaller cohorts,

percentages become less meaningful).

The large red dot shows Johnston Racing. Its position,

suggesting that Johnston Racing sales graduate tend to

outperform their sales prices, will surprise nobody, for elsewhere

in this magazine is a reminder of the great success enjoyed by

the yard’s bargain-basement purchases.

You may also have read something about the process which

Mark and Charlie employ. And, given they are buying horses

which they themselves will go on to train, they have the

advantage of being able to apply a tailored approach – joined-up

thinking between buying and training, you might say.

Mo Money No Problems

F the words of his posthumous 1997 classic Mo Money Mo
Problems were applied to yearling sales, rapper the

Notorious B.I.G would be quite wrong that difficulties

come from having lots of money to spend. 

Exactly the opposite is the case, in fact, because more money

means competing for lots in a smaller pool of buyers

and with less pressure to find bargains. As Moneyball

warns, however, the value approach should never be

abandoned.

The question this research project cannot answer is

provoked by another aspect of the data in Table 1: given
that Mark Johnston is the most successful British trainer
of all time measured by wins, and that his approach is
identifiably rational and highly successful at all levels
of the sport up to Group 1 level, why is his median sales
spend not higher? Given that he spends money for his
clients so well, why is he not given more spending
power?

This same question was the one which provoked

Moneyball and the analytics movement in general: we

live in a world where people do not always make

rational decisions, and that is true in racing too.

It is hard to believe that some owners don’t want

more for their money; it is hard to believe they don’t

want more wins, more success. 

Perhaps they do not know the numbers.
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Major yearling sales 2014-2019 in Britain and Ireland: 
top success rates by trainer

Median sales price v success – red dotted line showing average for all
trainers of 40+ graduates. Logarithm used to display the linear

relationship between price and ability.


